
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF FULTON COUNTY 

STATE OF GEORGIA 

 
 

IN RE: PROCEDURE FOR ALL  

CRIMINAL CASES ASSIGNED 

TO JUDGE BENTON’S DIVISION 

 

 

JUDGE ALICE BENTON 
 

  

  

STANDING CASE MANAGEMENT ORDER FOR 

CRIMINAL CASES IN JUDGE ALICE BENTON’S DIVISION 

 

 For all criminal cases assigned to this division, the Court HEREBY ORDERS 

that the following deadlines, policies, and procedures govern. Absent express 

permission from the Court, no exceptions, extensions, or waivers to the 

requirements set forth herein are allowed.  

 

COMMUNICATING WITH THE COURT 

1. General. While the Court encourages counsel to communicate with Chambers, 

such communication shall be in writing and emailed to Litigation Manager 

Terrion Simpson (Terrion.Simpson@fultoncountyga.gov) with copies of such 

communication also provided to all counsel of record unless the matter is a proper 

ex parte filing.  

2. Email. The Court, via the Litigation Manager, communicates with counsel via 

email whenever possible. At the entry of appearance of counsel, attorneys are 

required to provide an email address through odysseyefilega.com. If you do not 

personally check your emails, you must arrange to have your emails forwarded to 

someone in your office who will be responsible for checking them and informing 

you of the messages/documents that have been sent. To avoid inappropriate ex 

parte communications, submit all questions, explanations, or discussions 

concerning your case by email, with a copy to opposing counsel. Appropriate ex 

parte communications are excepted from this rule. To prevent 

miscommunications and inappropriate ex parte communications, avoid 

telephoning chambers except in exceptional circumstances.      

 

PLEA AND ARRAIGNMENT 

1. Appearance and Waiver. Each new case assigned to this division will be set for a 

Plea and Arraignment hearing date. Unless expressly excused by the Court, no 
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later than 48 hours prior to the hearing date, counsel may file a Waiver of 

Arraignment personally signed by the defendant indicating that the defendant is 

entering a plea of Not Guilty and waiving formal arraignment. If properly 

waived, defendants are not required to appear at arraignment.  

2. Bond Motions/Hearings: Motions for bond will not be heard at arraignment 

unless filed no later than 48 hours prior to the arraignment date. All bond motions 

must be filed through odysseyefilega.com. Any bond motions filed prior to the 

docketing of the charging document (indictment/accusation) must be refiled or 

will be deemed withdrawn. Parties filing motions are required to deliver a 

courtesy copy via email to Litigation Manager Terrion Simpson. The State shall 

provide notice to victims or other interested parties as required by law. 

3. Scheduling Order. At the time of arraignment and entry of a Not Guilty plea 

(whether by waiver or announcement), the Court will enter a separate Case 

Specific Scheduling Order (“CSSO”) in each defendant’s case setting the 

specific deadlines for discovery and motions. Re-indicted cases are bound by 

the CSSO dates, notices, and published calendars for the originally indicted 

case absent good cause shown and further order of this Court. 

4. Reciprocal Discovery: Any defendant opting into reciprocal discovery shall 

provide written notice to the prosecuting attorney at or prior to arraignment. 

O.C.G.A. 17-16-2(a). 

 

DISCOVERY 

  

1. General. The parties shall promptly and completely comply with the 

requirements of O.C.G.A. § 17-16-4 by the specific Discovery Date deadline as 

set forth in the separate CSSO entered in each defendant’s case. Any 

supplemental discovery must be supplemented as soon as practicable, but in any 

event no later than five business days after receipt of any additional 

information, documents, reports, or other matters which are subject to 

disclosure pursuant to applicable criminal discovery statutes. 

  

2. Extensions. Any request for an extension of the Discovery Date deadline shall 

be submitted by written motion to the Court by the Discovery Date deadline. 

Such motions must provide a detailed, fact-based explanation of the need for 

the extension including the amount of time needed to provide outstanding 

discovery, along with a proposed order for the Court’s consideration. As with all 

motions, a courtesy copy of any motion for extension must be provided to 

Judge Benton’s Chambers via email to Litigation Manager Terrion Simpson. 
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Any outstanding forensic testing requested by either party must be brought to 

the Court’s attention by way of a timely request for extension filed prior to the 

Discovery Deadline to prevent delays in the trial and other Court dates and 

deadlines. 

  

3. Compelling Discovery. The parties are directed to comply with all discovery 

obligations. The parties are ordered not to file “form” motions seeking an order 

compelling the generalized disclosure of discoverable materials or the general 

exclusion of evidence. Any such non-specific “form” motions will not be 

considered by the Court. Should a party need to file a motion to compel 

discovery, the party shall itemize the articulable and case-specific instances in 

which the party believes the opposing party has failed to comply with discovery 

obligations. Such motion may be filed any time after the Discovery Date 

deadline has passed and no later than the Motions Due Date which is identified 

in the separate CSSO entered in each defendant’s case. Complaints concerning 

untimely discovery will not be considered as a basis to delay trial unless the 

issue has been previously raised with the Court. 

  

4. Experts. Any party seeking to rely on expert testimony at trial (or any 

evidentiary hearing) must provide written notice to the opposing party.  This 

notice must include a meaningful summary of the expert’s testimony as well as 

his or her qualifications to serve as an expert witness. The notice must be 

provided at least 14 days before the Final Plea/Trial Calendar Call and seven 

days before any evidentiary hearing requiring expert testimony. 

 

CASE MANAGEMENT/PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 

 

1. General. A Case Management/Pretrial Conference will be scheduled in the 

CSSO to take place at the close of the specific Discovery and Motions 

deadlines. All discovery and reciprocal discovery shall be completed prior to 

the Case Management/Pretrial Conference. Cases ready for the Final Plea/Trial 

Calendar Call and without filed pretrial motions may be removed from this 

calendar at the request of the parties by contacting Litigation Manager Terrion 

Simpson. Defendants that are represented are not required to appear at the Case 

Management/Pretrial Conference.  

2. Order to Confer in Advance. The Court hereby orders the parties to confer 

before the Case Management/Pretrial Conference to determine whether any 

outstanding motions or issues can be narrowed or resolved by agreement. 

 

3. Discussion. Parties should be prepared to discuss the production and review of 
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discovery (including whether the State can inform the Court and defense 

counsel that all discovery has been produced), evidentiary and other legal issues 

expected to be raised pretrial, probability of disposition of the case without trial, 

whether either party anticipates introducing any expert testimony, any logistical 

concerns (such as out-of-state witnesses) relating to the scheduling of trial, and 

any other matters requiring the Court’s attention.  

 

MOTIONS  

 

1. General. The due date for all motions is the specific Motions Due Date deadline 

as set forth in the separate CSSO entered in each defendant’s case. Motions 

filed after that date are untimely and will not be considered, absent a showing of 

just cause for the late filing. Copeland v. State, 272 Ga. 816, 817 (2000); USCR 

31.1. 

 

2. Application. The motion filing requirements and deadlines apply to all motions 

and notices, including but not limited to: immunity motions under O.C.G.A. § 

26-3-24, demurrers, pleas in bar or abatement, State’s notice of O.C.G.A. §§ 24-

4-404(b), 24-4-413, and 24-4-414 evidence, State’s notice of intention to use 

child hearsay, defendant’s notice of intent to raise issues of incompetency, 

insanity, or mental illness, defendant’s notice of intent to raise alibi defense, and 

defendant’s notice of intent to introduce evidence of specific acts of violence by 

victim against third parties. These deadlines do not apply to motions in limine 

involving discrete evidentiary issues, the significance of which is not readily 

apparent until focused trial preparation. However, untimely motions improperly 

cast as motions in limine which are not true in limine motions, such as motions 

to suppress, to dismiss, or to sever defendants, will not be permitted after the 

Motions Due Date deadline absent a showing of just cause.    

 

3. Filing, Courtesy, and Service Copies.  All motions must be through 

odysseyefilega.com. Parties filing motions are required to deliver a courtesy 

copy via email to Litigation Manager Terrion Simpson.   

 

 Particularization Required. Only those motions sufficiently particularized as to 

provide legal notice to the opposing parties will be considered by the Court. 

Generalized and omnibus motions are not to be filed, and if filed will be denied 

as vague, dilatory, and in violation of this order.  Motions must specify, with 

particularity, the item, statement, or event at issue and must be tailored to the 

facts of the case at hand. Each motion shall be limited to a single issue and filed 

separately. Thus, a general motion seeking to suppress all statements or all 
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evidence is insufficient and will be denied. The motion must identify the 

specific statement or evidence that the movant is seeking to suppress and must 

provide a theory of suppression. 

 

4. Published Motions Hearing Calendar. The Court will publish a calendar for the 

Motions Hearing Date identified in the separate CSSO entered in each 

defendant’s case, which will be held prior to the time set for the Final Plea/Trial 

Calendar Call. If no motions which require a hearing are timely filed, the case 

will not appear on the Motions Hearing Calendar. 

 

5. Motions and Orders in Re-indicted Cases. If a case is re-indicted, all timely 

filed motions and all orders from the previously indicted case are adopted and 

effective in the newly indicted case unless the prior motion or order was 

addressed by the new indictment (e.g., a demurrer to the original indictment). 

 

FINAL PLEA AND TRIAL CALENDAR CALL 

 

1. General. A Final Plea and Trial Calendar Call will be held on a date determined 

by the Court, which will typically occur at the Case Management/Pretrial 

Conference. The State will not be allowed to place the case on the Dead Docket 

or re-indict after the Final Plea Calendar absent good cause shown and further 

order of this Court. Reductions in charges will be handled by the Court on a 

case-by-case basis. Attorneys and defendants must appear at the Final Plea 

Calendar unless the case has been previously resolved. The Final Plea Date 

shall not be reset absent good cause shown and express order of this Court. If a 

party has announced “ready for trial” at a previous Trial Calendar Call, in-

person appearance at any subsequent Trial Calendar Call may be waived upon 

approval by the Court.  

 

2. Order to Confer in Advance. The Court hereby orders the parties to confer 

before the Final Plea Date to determine the State’s offer and whether the 

defendant will enter a plea of guilty or move forward to trial. 

 

3. Entering Guilty Pleas. Negotiated or non-negotiated pleas may be entered at 

any time prior to the Final Plea Date. The parties are directed to contact 

Litigation Manager Terrion Simpson to schedule a date for entry of a plea prior 

to the Final Plea Hearing. The Final Plea Date is the last opportunity to present 

a non-negotiated plea which can then be withdrawn at the option of the 

defendant at the time of sentence pronouncement. This right of withdrawal must 

be exercised on the record in open Court and expires when the Court adjourns 
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for that day. The Court will afford a defendant one opportunity to enter a non-

negotiated plea up until the Final Plea date.  If a non-negotiated plea has been 

withdrawn by the defendant, the defendant will not be allowed to withdraw a 

guilty plea at any point in the future. 

 

4. Accountability Court Sentence Recommendations. A defendant must have been 

interviewed and accepted by the Accountability Court program (Drug Court, 

Behavioral Health Treatment Court, or Veteran’s Court) prior to sentencing for 

the Court to consider the recommendation. 

 

5. Continuance/Request for Status Conference. In the event a party intends to seek 

a continuance or has any other problem with going forward with trial on the 

assigned Final Plea and Trial Date due to incomplete production of discovery, 

incomplete witness information, client difficulties, a request for a psychological 

evaluation, or otherwise, that party must notify the court by written request for a 

continuance and/or a status conference at least seven days before the Final 

Plea/Trial Date absent good cause shown. The written request must specifically 

identify the grounds for the continuance, conference, or other problems with 

going forward with trial.   

 

APPEARANCE AT ALL CALENDARS AND HEARINGS 

 

1. Attorneys. No attorney shall appear in that capacity before the Court until the 

attorney has filed an entry of appearance that fully complies with U.S.C.R. 4.2 

or a notice of substitution of counsel that fully complies with U.S.C.R. 4.3(3). 

Attorneys are required to appear at all published calendars and properly noticed 

court appearances unless a proper Leave of Absence in accordance with 

U.S.C.R. 16.1 or 16.2, or a proper conflict letter in accordance with U.S.C.R. 

17.1, is timely filed, or the attorney is otherwise expressly excused by the 

Court. Note that any Leave of Absence not filed or served pursuant to U.S.C.R. 

16.1 or 16.2, or filed prior to entry of appearance of counsel in the case at issue 

and not served upon chambers, stands denied under U.S.C.R. 16.4. Note that 

unless U.S.C.R. 17.1 is followed in all its subsections, then the attorney shall 

not be deemed to have a conflict pursuant to U.S.C.R. 17.1(A).   

 

2. Defendants. Unless expressly excused by the Court, defendants must appear at 

all calendar calls and properly noticed court dates for his or her case even if his 

or her attorney has a properly filed conflict letter, leave of absence, or other 

expressly excused absence. Failure to report shall result in forfeiture of any 

bond which may have been set and issuance of a bench warrant for the arrest of 
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the defendant. 

3. Virtual Appearance. All calendars issued by the Court will specify whether the

proceeding is “In-Person Only,” “Virtual Only,” or “Virtual and/or In-Person.”

Counsel and parties may appear in any manner specified by the published

calendar. The Court may authorize counsel and/or the parties to appear in a

manner different than specified on the calendar, but only upon specific request

and authorization by the Court. Witnesses may appear virtually if agreed by the

parties and authorized by the Court. See U.S.C.R. 9.1-9.2. Video links provided

for a hearing shall not be shared with anyone for any reason absent express

permission from the Court.

MISCELLANEOUS 

1. Withdrawal. If a defendant procures new counsel, it shall be the duty of the

defendant’s previous attorney to provide all discovery to the new attorney as

soon as practicable. Defendants must exercise their right to counsel of their

choosing with reasonable diligence. Substitution of counsel shortly before trial

will not be adequate grounds for a continuance. See also U.S.C.R. 4.3(3)

(“substitution shall not delay any proceeding”).

2. Live-Streaming: To facilitate public access and open judicial proceedings, the

Court may live-stream its proceedings and subsequently post recordings on its

county-provided YouTube channel. Parties are directed to raise any concerns

regarding this practice with the Court in advance of any hearing.

SO ORDERED, this ______ day of January, 2023. 

ALICE BENTON 

FULTON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT 

ATLANTA JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

 16th


